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16 HS VITA shades – for HS 

High Strength Zirconia. 
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TRanslucent 

Grey®. 
(CE 2409. FDA 

pending) 

Gums: 

Pink Lite®. Pink Dark®. 

(CE 2409. FDA pending) 

M
A
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K
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Red. 

16 HT VITA shades – for HT 

High Translucent Zirconia. 

TRanslucent 

Blu®. 
(CE 2409. FDA 

pending) 

Cervical, fissures: 

Braun®. 

(CE 2409. FDA pending) 

Blue. 

16 uHT VITA shades – for uHT 

ultra High Translucent 

Zirconia. 

IMA®. Intelligent Multilayer 

Advancer. 

Brown. 

INTRO: 
Covering the entire chromatic spectrum of the classical VITA guide: perfect HUE match. 
Optimal DIPPING times and variations: 

shorter (10-20 sec) dip time 30 sec (uHT) – 1 min (HT, HS) longer (2-4 min) dip time 

-Half VITA shade lighter VITA match of upper Dentin        

Half VITA shade lighter, than                  

mid-Dentin 

+Half VITA shade darker 

RECOMMENDATIONS: 

 VITA shade match for upper dentin area (lower dentin: half shade lighter than VITA). 

 Characterization: 

--1 darker shade for the cervical area & inside of crown prior dipping (2-8 brush strokes). 

--Effekten for translucency on occlusal prior dipping. 

--Effekten for fissures and/or dentin after dipping. 

 If you use Ultrasonic bath / water rinse, drying under infrared lamp prior shading for 40 min. 

 Always DRY the piece completely after dipping (under infrared lamp: 30-40 min).  

 Brush: no drops of liquid on the tooth unit! 

 Multilayering: dark characterization: 2-5-8 brush strokes, IMA Effekten * layer for lighter colors 
(see: STUDIES). 

 Wall thickness: the thicker the wall, the lighter the color. 

 Use of Markers is recommended for precise results. 

 Water-based structure, residual acid, no alcohol – zero volatility. 

 Storage: at room temperature, cool and dark place (no extra cooling needed). 

 No need to shake before use. 

 Optimal quality after opening: 1 year. Avoid evaporation & contamination. 
Order policy: Orders with Zircon discs carry 0€ delivery cost. Orders under 300€, carry an extra 20€ delivery cost. Available in a 
Farben Kit (16 pcs. x 100ml) & Effekten Kit (4 pcs. x 50ml) & Marker Kit (3 pcs. x 15ml), or separate bottles. 
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General rules: 
 Dipping Dip & Brush Brushing ML Contrast between shades 

HS (High Strength)   - Light 

HT (High translucent)    Light, Medium 

uHT (ultra High 

Translucent) 

    Light, Medium, Strong

 

STUDY – for HS (High Strength) Zirconia (frameworks): 
Study: HS Zirconia for A2: 

Low ML Contrasts between layers.  

 

 

-Dipping only with A2 for 1 min. 

 

-Multilayering with multiple brush strokes results in 

only light shade variation. 

 

 

 

STUDY – for HT (High Translucent) Zirconia 
(full contour, posterior & anterior): 
STUDY: HT (High Translucent) with A2.  
Brush & Dip to achieve light-medium ML contrast. 
STEPS: 
-Occlusal: 2x brush strokes with IMA Effekten * or 2x 
brush strokes with Translucent Effect (Grey). Avoid 
drops, not to absorb to dentin. 
-Upper dentin: 1x brush strokes with IMA Effekten *. 
-Cervical/gingival: 5x brush strokes with HT A3 and 
5x brush strokes with HT A3 inside the crown. 
-0.5-1 minute drying on open air. 
-Dipping in HT A2 for 1 min. 
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STUDIES – for uHT (ultra HT) Zirconia (full contour, anterior): 
STUDY: uHT (ultra HT) with A2.   
Dip & Brush to achieve strong ML contrast. 
STEPS: 

-Occlusal: 3x brush strokes with IMA Effekten * or 3x 

brush strokes with Translucent Effect (Grey). Avoid 

drops, not to absorb to dentin. 

-Cervical/gingival: 5x brush strokes with uHT A3 and 

5x brush strokes with uHT A3 inside the crown. 

-0.5-1 minute drying on open air. 

-Dipping in uHT A2 for 30 sec. 

 

 

 

STUDY: uHT (ultra HT) with A2.   
Dip & Brush Effekt to achieve light ML contrast. 
STEPS: 

-Occlusal: 2x brush strokes with IMA Effekten * or 2x 

brush strokes with Translucent Effect (Grey). Avoid 

drops, not to absorb to dentin. 

-Upper dentin: 1x brush strokes with dist. water. 

-Cervical/gingival: 5x brush strokes with uHT A3 and 

5x brush strokes with uHT A3 inside the crown. 

-0.5-1 minute drying on open air. 

-Dipping in uHT A2 for 30 sec. 

 

 

 

STUDY: uHT A2: uHT ultra HT Zirconia. 
Brush outside & inside to achieve medium ML 
Contrasts (no dipping).  
STEPS: 

-Occlusal: 3x brush strokes with A2. 

-Dentin: 5x brush strokes with A2 outside. 

-Dentin: 5x brush strokes with A2 inside. 

-Cervical: 8x brush strokes with A2 outside. 

-Cervical: 8x brush strokes with A2 inside. 

-0.5-1 minute drying on open air 
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IMA Effekten – Intelligent Multilayer Advancer: 
STUDY: IMA Effekten for occlusal lightening.   
Brush the occlusal/incisal area before dipping to 

achieve strong ML contrast.  

2-4-6 brush strokes recommended according to the 

desired strength of the effect. 

IMA Effekten * does not let the FARBEN liquid 

infiltrate inside of the crown, thus creating a perfect 

transition. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


